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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ratefl; 15 te-nts per word per day, one doJlar
minimum, Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen~
ts per word per day, (no refunds if canceJ)ed
belorJl five insertional, Classified ad·
vertisements must be paid in advance.
0
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Marron Ha11 room 131 or by mall to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box.. 20,
Albuquerque,
N.M.
87131.
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1.

RALEIGH INTERNA'l'ION. mint-condition. Must
sacrifice, $200, Cnll268·6889,
11/4
AM/FM S-track recorder with all the goodies.
11/14
NECCtil--ziGzAG- '75 closc~ul:B~~tlonholes, blin·
dhems, embroiders. $39 or lO paynH'l1ts of $4.00,
262-0637.
11/14
·~~-- ------~--·
REBUILT 401-IP ·vw engine insinlled, $300 e:x·
change. Certified mechanic, gu!\rantecd. 300
Charleston SEa~ Zuni.
11/5
NEW SHIPMENT at Silver Sunbeam Antiques.
Fantastic new clothes, Hawaiian shirts, wool
coals, hats & elegant dresses. Lots o[
miscellaneous. More coming next week, 3409 Cen·
tral N .E.
11/G
BICYCLE INSURANCE: $12 first 1100. )l.C,
Hnllett's 1 843·9378.
lfn

$9.86 per month, 256·3505.

PERSONALS

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have fricn·
ds who.care at Birthright 247-9819,
tfn
TAROT PALM I CHING readings, 3007 Central
NE, Room 8. See Bonnie 255-6642.
10/30

~. S'fEAK PIZZA at Pcpino's on Central. Also daily
11/5
luncheon specials-4310 Central SE.
FREE: L~vablc white female shepard X spayed, 1
yr. 898·6073 after 5~00 p~m.
11/6
WANT TO SHARE some thoughts'? Try AGORA
11/7
277-3013,24 hours.
COMICS. If you have an act, ihe world needs to
know-we have the place •.. Call Tohy 2967555.
ll/4
HEY-~GEOO,R:CGO,E::-,-cCC"a7.lla~s really picked 11 winner

z"'

DOBERMAN PINSCHERS Champion lines, AKC
registered, 247-4437 after 7 p.m.
11110
WAT~RBED-6 x. 7 klng size with hardwood
frame and foam rubbur pad. $20. 618 JoHerson
NE,
ll/5

BENJAMIN MIRACORD Turntnblc-new needle
$60, tape, recorder Sony TC666D reel to reel,
4-·track, push button controls, $125, 266·2711. 1117

this time! _:.11";1.:.4-;:-;-;;--;-c:----;~~-;=
MARY-Please don't do this to me. Nick.
11/5

3.

6.

EMPLOYMENT

WAITRESSES. $2.00 per hour. Art or I.J;Jonard,
A & P Bar, 247·349L.
· 11/10

8. MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED; Used pinball machines, any condition,
293-18I8.
1117

SERVICES

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dee. 6.
Prepare now, t"all Professional Educators of NQw
Mexico, Inc. 255··1050.
11/14
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frauenglass, P.ditorial Consultant. 344·8344. 11/3

WILL TYPE PAPERS. Cnll Kim 265·3292. 11/4
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAlR. 118 San
Pedro SE. 2G5·0335. Color TVs, tape decks, slereo,
ompliflcrs, auto radios, install Burglar alar~s.
10o1o discount for students with JD. Quick serv1ce.
Used 1'Vs f(lr sale.
11/5
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST. students!
Custom black-and-white processing printing.
Fine-grain or pushprocessing of rilm. Contact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality enlarge men·
ts, mounting, etc. Advice, if asked, Call 265·2444
or come to 1717 Girard Dlvd NE.
trn

PASSPORT IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices ln town. Fast, pleasing. Ncar UNM. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard nlvd NE.

WILL
3292.

TYPE~PAl'ERli~ Gall Kim. 265·
!117

s~1ffH-C0RONA OWNERS! Service by the
manufacLurer! Guaranteed supplies and service by
the only raetory owned and operated service
facility in New Mcxieo. Reasonable rates; !asl,
quality service. Free estimates. Near UNM: 1719
Indian School. 268·
Girard NE. 112 blm:k north
5441.
ll/7
TYrtsT~scripts, thesis,
dissertations, 50c per page. 845:3288.
11/7

or

I'

ExPEiuiNOED

4.

FORRENT

SHARE ADOBE IIOUSE Corrales, male graduate
student prefcr.·ed, Serious students only. $130

plus, 898·9058.

11/5

EF Fl CIE N C Y FU RNIS H;:E;:D:cf:cai:-;rIc:y-nc-w-:-;-fuC:rn-;-lt:CuCC""r•,
$95 plus utilities. 131 14th SW, no pets. 842·
6522.
ll/5
FURNISHED
APARTMENT,
bedroom,
livingroom, kitchen, yard, pet Ok, 1.8 miles cam·
pus, quiet safe Nov. 1. Call after 6pm, 281·
5081. 11/4

SLEEPING

ROOM-kitchen
privileges
everything furnished. 3 blocks to UNM (female
only), 242·4489.
ll/10 ·~:--:--:---
FEMALE TO SHARE two-bdrm house near
UNM. Prefer grad student. $85/mo. 277·43499am·
lpm 1 Mary.
11/-'"5--~-:------
SHARE two bedroom rurnished apt near campus.
247-2550.182.50/c:.m:..:•:..·_.:.1::1/.:.IO;__ _ _ __

5.

FORSALE

NEW. MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality 10·speed hicycles, Camping~ hiking~ and
backpacking equipment. Traii!Jaus Cycler)'~ 1031
San Mateo SE. 256·9190.
tfn
DJCYCLES-LowesL prices and largest selection
of the finest European makes. Gilanes $115: Be rUns $165. E!xt.ra large bicycles for men over 6'4".
Complete 10-speed adjustment $10. I~.C. Hallett's
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal Pl SE. 843·
9278.
trn
WATER THIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next. door to the Guild Theatre, 3401
Central NE; 268·8455.
12/4
CLOSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo Hi
Fidelity equipment 40,50% off. All rcnsonable of·
rers accepted. Quality Stereo, :nos Cenlral NE.
256·3505.
11!14
LEVI's-BLUE ,JEAN big bdls alwa;;s at The
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243·6954. tfn

~
i

I

AFRICAN BEADS, wholesale prices. 268·0527.
ll/I2
IMPORTED CLOTHES direCtly from India by
UNM student. Very reasonable price. 842.9048.

11!7
VW VAN 1971 brand new engine, 4 months writ·
ten guarantee, $2050. 898·8985.
11/5
GITANE INTERCLUB 10-speed bike $H.O,
original \l'alue $200. Superb tondition. Sally ~689174.
.
11/4

Phi Alpha Theta, nat'! history honor society,
initiation banquet, Wednesday, Nov. 5, 7:30p.m ..
Sirloin Stockade~·4016 Menaul NE. All members o.f
PAT arc invited; tickets, $3 a person, may be
picked up, rm 2076 Mesa Vista. Guest speaker for
the evening will be President William Davis.

The Cultural Program Committee

IFil

.. ·..

New Mexico

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL

Wilderness Study Group meeting Sed., Nov, 5,

MATHEMATICS

PLACEMENT

RESEARCH

PAPER CLINIC-To provide

guidelines, techniques £or analyzing, recording,
organizing facts & opinions, Social Scien·
ces-Mon., Nov, 3; Humanities·Tues.; Scien·
ees-Wed.; 7:30·9!30 p.m .• rm. 247, Zimmerman
Library. Further info call277·5961,

UNM Mountain Club meetlng Wed., Nov. 12,
7:30p.m., rm, 129, SUB.
The annual Career Services Center Government Career Information Day will be Friday, Nov.
7 from 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. in the ballroom or the
SUB. Contact Career Services for further info.
The Senior Honorary, Blue Key, is now ac·
cepting applicaHons for membership. Seniors with
at least3.25 are eligible. Applications are at Mesa
Vista 1129, and must be returned by Nov. 7 noon.
Marion Lauer at UNM Student Health Center

re~inds studenls going to Quito to begin their im·
munizations immediately in order to complete
them in time {or departure in Dec.

Sun. Nov.16 - The San Diego Ballet Co.
Mon. Nov. 17- Hit B'Way Award Winning Musical

Don't Bother Me, I Can't Cope
Sat. Nov. 22 - Twelfth Night
Sun. Nov. 23 - AH! Wilderness

"fffif!J;4.

William·· Geraway

By Orlando R. Medina
Jimmy Hoffa is probably enin three cubic feet of commetal, capital punishis necessary and Nelson
Rocl:efeller is solely to blame for
deaths at Attica. These are
firm beliefs and convictions
ex-convict turned lecturer
Geraway, the man
at UNM Thursday

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM

POPEJOY HALL
Present
A Company of Talent and Excitement
The

San Diego
·Ballet Company
Program

I. Napoli - A joyous

wedding celebration is
threatened by witchcraft
II. Harp Concerto- The harp is featured in the
Music by Boieldiey, the dancing is an
inventive blend of classical & modem
·m. Paquita Virtuosity abounds to the exciting
music of L. Minkus

Sunday, November 16 - 8:15 pm

The Political Science Dept, has approved a per·
Sonal advisory system ro(" all maJors. 1t is important therefore that.- all majors and t.h?sc _
becoming majors in the s.pring go to t~e political
science office and be ass1gned an adv1sor before
the pre-enrollment period begins.

The Hilarious AJI Black B'Way Award Winner

Anthropology majors who wish to participate in
the departmental honors program .sh~uld send a.n
up·to·date transcript. and a letter tnd!catlng their
reasons for wanting to participate to Pro£. Bock,
A nth. 102 ASAP. For further in£ocall 4941.
Concerned about whether employers in Alb. are
abiding by federal regulations cortccrning equality
in hiring and promoting? Interested in Af·
firmative Action? Contact Elaine Baea in PIRG of·
!ice, Mesa Visla Hal\.

We have free New Testaments for anyone who
would like one. Just say so, no obligation, Pick one
up at any of these locations: 1920 Lomas (o;"J cam·
pus), 301 Harvard SE Apt. 4, 419 Broadway SE,
1129 Quincy SE, 2323 Kathryn SE Apt. 48, 1201
Lafayette NEor 2451 Rose Dr. NW.
UNM organizations planning lo be n part or
Song Fest 1 Dec, 7 1 sponsored by Las Campanas,
are urged to turn in applications by Oct. 31. Fur·
ther info call Sandy Lee 298·0136.

··

Photo by Miguel Gandcrt

Ex-Convict Endorses
Capital Punishment

Telephone 277-3121

NMPJRG will begin campaigning to elect five
members to Board of Directors. PIRG needs help
with graphics. Stop by PIRG office at Mesa Vista
to learn how you can help.
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Proposal Increases Group Hours

.

TEST:

Students who plan to take first math C(lurse are
required to take the Math Dept. Placemont Tests.
Tests are graded and advisement given on the
spot so students will know how to" register. Test
given Tues., Nov. 4, 4·6 p.m., Woodward Hal1101.

.

.

Campus Police will register
and engrave social security
numbers on bikes, today,
11-1 at 1821 Roma NE. Bring
bike; UNM ID & bike serial
number.

May Require 14 More Credits

Due to Recent actions of your newly elected GSA President, Mr.
Bill Tryon, and other GSA officials, All gradriate students witry 6
or more credit hours, or those who have paid their activity fees,
are now eligible for the regular student discounts to
all Popejoy Hall events. Please present your UNM LD. card when
purchasing tickets.
COMING EVENTS
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Graduate Students Please Note

The Student Organi:zation for Latin American
Studies (SOLAS) general meeting Tues., Nov. 4,
7:30 p.m., International Center, 1808 Las Lomas.
Interested persons urged to attend.

7:30p.m .. rm. 129, SUB.

' ·,

Wednesday, November 5, 1975

UNM Democrats will meet in rm 231·C, SUB.
WedncsdNov. 5, 7 p.m. C(lmmlttee assignments
will be discussed. Anyone interested is welcome.

Mark Shelden 1 member o[U.S.-China People's
Friendship Assn. in NYC who visited Cuba in '74
& Chinn in '75, will spea'k on "China's Foreign
Policy" Tues., Nov. 4, 7:30p.m., 5021 Guadalupe
Tr. NW. 'Everyone welcome.

.
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AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

•
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DON'T BOTHER ME I CAN'T COPE
Broadway's Best Musical of 1974
Monday, November 17- 8:15pm
Tickets For Each Show Now Available
$7.00, $6.50, $6.00, $5.00, $4.00
Undergrads with activity cards and graduate
students carrying six hours or more

l/2 PRICE
Telephone 277-3121

-\
I

For a man who has supposedly
been in prison in 12 states and sat
on death row it is ironic that he
believes there are some people
that merit being put to death.
"We do need capital punishment in many murder cases such
as political assassinations, rape
murders, kidnap murders and
people who get paid to kill,"
Geraway said. He said "the
Mafia" utilizes the present
brought to campus justice system to carry out their
the
Speakers Com- plans on different victims.
presents the stereotyped
"A man like Hoffa cooperated
of a convict, a kind of with the Mafia but made his own
William Bendix with tat- decisions. Fitzsimmons would do
arms (Bill plus Cathy, a anything the Mafia wanted. The
that look like inscribed Mafia didn't want Hoffa to be
at a picnic area.
president of the Teamsters
"Murder is the easiest crime to again. It's scary when a man like
away with," Geraway said in Hoffa of national prominence is
interview with the campus taken out and killed. They will
yesterday. He emphasized never find Hoffa and the man
with his own set of statistics who killed him is probably dead.
estimate 5000 "unsolved Hoffa is probably dead and commur«ler~;" and 5000 "undetected"
pressed in about three cubic feet
of metal in one of their (Mafia)
junkyards. Or they probably
buried two bodies in one coffin,"
Geraway said.
Geraway does not believe that
Joanne Little (a black woman
acquitted trial after allegedly
killing her jailer after an attempted rape) or that Angela
Davis (acquitted in trial of conThe Daily LOBO will be run· spiracy to smuggle arms to Inplatform statements and mates) were innocent.
Jlctures of all eligible ASUNM
"I've been in southern prisons
for the Nov. 2 elec- and I know that type of rape (the
Little case) doesn't happen.
Platform statements will be Angela Davis no doubt helped
this Friday, Nov. 7, by 3 p.m. smuggle those guns in," Geraway
statements will be no longer said.
200 words, typewritten and
As for the incident at Attica
spaced. Due to space prison, Geraway believes Nelson
1mitatirm
the LOBO reserves Rockefeller, then governor· of
right to cut or edit any New York, could have prevented
Statements will be. the death of inmates and
from the bottom up.
hostages by just going down and
All candidates' photographs talking to
the
rebelling
be taken by the LOBO bet- prisoners.
the hours of 11 a.m. and 3
Geraway, the man who claims
• on Nov. 7 only. Due to the the New England Mafia have put
of some pictures sub- a $50,000 price on his death for
in the past, only those testifying to the government,
taken by the LOBO will be will be speaking in the SUB
lcceptable
Ballroom, Thursday at 8 p.m.

Candidates'
Statements
Deadline

\

By S. V. Hinchberger
The committee to re-evaluate
the group requirements in the
College of Arts and Science will
have its recommendations ready
for the A&S faculty by December.
The
recommended
requirements will make a total of
50 required hours, 14 more hours
than the present requirements.
Chris Garcia, chairman of the
committee, said that at Monday's
meeting group requirements
were arranged into four groups.
Those groups are:
Social sciences, which includes
anthropology, economics,
geography, political science,
sociology, and perhaps sections
in the history department. The
committee recommended 15
hours in two of these areas.
Natural science, which includes astronomy, biology,
chemistry, communicative disorders, geology, physics, and
psychology. Fourteen hours in
two areas with one lab science
are recommended.
Humanities includes foreign
language, history, literature
(English or .a foreign language),
speech
comphilosophy,
munications, and fine arts (nonstudio). The committee recommended 15 hours in two areas.
Math includes six hours in any
of statistics, logic, linguistics,
computer
science
or
mathematics.
Garcia said the committee was
considering allowing major and
minor hours to apply to the new
group requirements. He said this
decision is being studied so that
the new group requirements will
not restrict students in their
class choices.
The members made no recom·
mendation for increasing the
writing group requirements. The
present Communications Skills
Test and English 101 will be kept
but Co-Director of Freshman

Chris Garcia
English Fred Warner said the
quality of the 100 and 101 courses
was being improved to the point
where students entering A&S
will have the ability to write
clear sentences.
The English and math

representatives said increasing
the requirements in their respective departments would put a
heavy strain on the faculty load,
but committee members said
other courses in the groups
would spread the students
throughout many other departments.
In addition the committee is
discussing the possibility of
requiring a 400 level course outside a major and minor. There
was also discussion of maki!lg
cross-cultural classes a six-hour
requirement. The committee's
next meeting will discuss the
possibility of abolishing the
minor in A&S.
Future meetings will include
representatives from each department of A&S to advise the committee about which classes will
fulfill group requirements.
None of the student representatives showed up for the Monday meeting. Garcia said he had
no idea why they did not show
up.
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COE Students Enter

With Lowest ACT's

I

i

By Judy Herrera
Students entering the College of Edu~ation last semester had lower
ACT scores and grade-point averages than the students entering
other degree-granting colleges.
'
Statistics were compiled last week on· the total transfers last
semester from the University College into degree-granting colleges
by the College's Assistant Dean E. Bruce Potter.
Of the 902 transfers, 61 per cent had composite ACT scores between 21 and 35, and 39 per cent had UNM grade-point averages
(GPA) between 3.0 and 4.0.
ACT scores are ranked one low to 35 high.
The statistics showed that of those entering the College of
Education, 33 per cent had ACT composiites of above 21, and 26 per
cent had a GPA of 3.0 or better.
Pharmacy had the greatest percentage of students in these ACT
and GPA categories, with 87 per cent with a 21 or better on the ACT
composite, and 53 per cent with GPA's of at least a 3.0 at the time of
the transfer.
(Continued on page 6)
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Photo by,Miguel Gandert

The New Mexico version of the "Boston Shuffle'? No, these gentlemen are
members of the New Jerusalem players which performed a religious skit on the
Mall yesterday.
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~ Spain Sends Troops to Frontier
~
.<::>

can frontier. The Spanish soldier
MADRID, Spain (UPI)-Spain
had orders not to allow Moroccan
S '·has dispatched troops to the
marchers past a defense point 25
~ Moroccan frontier with orders to
miles inside the frontier,, which
0
stop King Hassan's 350,000
would give the marchers room to
Z "peace marchers" at border
demonstrate.
] defense lines 25 miles inside the
CIFRA reported from AI Aiun
j Spanish Sahara, military sources
that Spani~h military patrols had
said Tuesday.
captured the first of King
:5' The sources, quoted by the
Hassan's marchers on Spanish
2) Spanish news agency CIFRA,
territory west of Tan Tan,
0
Morocco.
<.>
·;;;
The prisoner, an unemployed
worker
from Safi, Hassan be
~nd
~
Mohammed, was carrying a loaf
:::
of bread, some chocolate and two
packages of noodles. Spanish investigators said he probably was
a spy from the Moroccan army.
With this ad
The Spanish-controlled Radio
Sahara
broadcasted a constant
Good Nov. 10- Nov. 15
•
"This suicidal march
2000 Central SE Open Mon - Sat 10 - 5 pm I warning:
aimed at .occupying the territory
is condemned to failure.
~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~· ~ • •~·JG~~·'

.,

.,

z

said army troops guarding the
Sahara capital, El Aiun, had been
replaced by police because the
soldiers were needed at the border.
In Algiers, the official
Algerian news service in a
dispatch from El Aiun said
Spanish troops had been
deployed the length of the Moroc-

Anniversary SALE
Hand Stiteh Co-Op

l_O~o
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Speed Reading
Course To Be
Taught In
Albuquerque Area
\\.

l'

r'

The Colorado Reading Lab, of Ft. Collins,
will offer a 4 week course In speed reading
to a limited number of qualified people in the
Albuquerque area. A person is required to at·
tend only one 2 1/2 hour class per week, on
the evening of their choice for 4 weeks only.
The course guarantees to triple the person's
reading speed with a marked :mprovement
in comprehension and concentration. The
guarantee, however, is a bare minimum as
the average graduate will read 7 to 10 times
faster. They can read almost any average
book in less than one hour.
For those who would like additional in·
formation. a series of free, one hour mien·
tation lectures have been scheduled At
these free lectures the course will be ex·
plained in complete detail, including,
classroom procedures, instruction methods,
class schedule and a special 1 time only introductory tuition that is less than one-third
the cost of similar courses. You must attend
only one of the free meetings for complete
detaUs. You may attend any of the meetings
for infmmatlon about the Albuquerque
classes.
These orientations are open to the public,
abov~ age 14, (persons under 18 should be
acco.npanied by a parent if possible.)
If you have always wanted to be a speed
reader but found the cost prohibitive or the
course too time consuming... now yw can!
Just by attending 1 evening per week for 4
short weeks you can read 7 to 10 times
faster, concentrate better and comprehend
more.

If you are a student who would like to
make A's instead of B's or C's or if you are
a business person who wanb to ~toy
abreast of today's everchanging accelerating
world, then this course is an absolute
necessity. These Free one hour meetings will
be held at the following times and plac<'s:
Tuesday November 4 at 6:3U pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Wednesday November 5 at 6:30
pm and again at 8:30 pm
Thursday November 6 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30
Friday November 7 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30pm
Saturday November 8 at 10:30
am and again at 1:30 pm
1\-londay November 10 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm .
These meetings will be held at
two different. locations at the
same dates and times. One, in
Room 231-E Student Union Bldg.,
UNM Campus and also at the
Albuquerque National Hospitality
Room, 501 Coors NW.
If you are a businessman, student, wife or
executive, this course which took 5 years of
intensive research to develop, is a must. You
can read 7-10 times faster, comprehend
more, concentrate better, and remember
longer. Students are offered an additional
discount. This course can be taught to in·
dustry or civic groups at "Group rates" upon
request. Be sure to attend whichever free
'l!'ientation that fits in your schedule.

Vets Cannot Defer Dec. Tuition

World.
News
BY. United Press

By Joel White
Veterans attending UNM must
report their spring course
listings to the UNM Veterans
Guidance office in order to avoid
delays in the receipt of their
January benefit checks, but will
not be allowed to defer tuition
payment past the Dec. 19
deadline.

Inte,n!ationa~

Student Dies After Initiation
STEVENS POINT, Wis.-"There is nothing the law or this
court can do to punish us more than we have. punished ourselves,"
The statement was made Tuesday by Ken Tschudy, president
of the Siafei Men's Social Club at the University of WisconsinStevens Point to Portage County Judge Robert Jenkins.
Tschudy was trying to explain how a member of the club died
after participating in the club's drinking "death march"
initiation.
David R. Hoffman, 21, was found dead in an off-camp1,1s apartment Oct. 18, the morning after the "march."
.
Authorities said he had visited several bars durmg the
initiation rites and had an alcohol level of .421 of 1 per cent in his
blood. A blood level alcohol content level of .40 of 1 per cent is
usually fatal, the coroner"said.
.

ASUNM President Alan Wilson

Wilson Onhappy With
LUSC _ Stand on Liquor

Peace Talks Cause Troubles
UNI'£ED NATIONS, N.Y.-Egypt introduced a draft
resolution in the U.N. General Assembly Tuesday asking for the
speedy reconvening of .t~e l!iiddle East peace. confe~ence. at
Geneva with the partiCipatiOn of the Palestme Liberation
Organization (PLO ).
Israel called the proposal "ludicrous and preposte~~us" and the
PLO rejected it in favor of its own, more m1htant, draft
resolution.
Egyptian Ambassador Ahmed Abdel Megu_id formally presen·
ted the suggestion unveiled by Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
in his address to the assembly lasty week.
'l'he proposal, which Egyptian officials said had 1~- other sponsors, urged reconvening the Geneva conference m the near
future, with the participation of all parties concerned."
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Phi Alpha Theta, nnl'l history honor s.xie:;
banquet, W~dn<'sdn.y. Nov. 5, 7:3~
Sirlaln Sto('kndc, 4016 M<tnn~d NJ.~. All memntnu
PAT nre invited; tichts, $3 n
plck('t! up, rm :!076 M(IS!\ Vistn. Gu~st
tllc cv~ning will bt1l''rcsidcnt Wl1liam Dnis.

inltintlor~

Tht' Ncw M('xko Daily [.r()bo is pul11ishctl
Monday l.hrongh Friday ('\'(lry r(lgulnr wcl'k
af th(' lJniV('fSily Y('lif and W('Ckl)' during tht>
sumnit'r S('SSion by tit(' BMrd or Studt'nt
Publil"lltions of thP t.1nh'c.'rsity o£N('W I\l('xlc.o,
and is not fin:mcially u.sodat~d with ttNM.
St"l'ond doss po:r.tng(l pnid nt AlbuqU('t"qtl~.
New Mc;xioo 87131. S.ubsl"ription tilt(' is
$10.00 Cor the rtradt'ntic ~'t':it",
Tht> tlpinions: t•XlJt"rs~!'d on the t"dih.lrirtl
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ASUNM President Alan Wilson said yesterday he is Oisappointed
by the stand on 19-year-old drinking taken by the members of the
Legislative Universities Study Committee (LUSC).
LUSC was on campus last week to meet with faculty, administrators and student leaders at UNM. During the ASUNM
presentation to the committee, Wilson stressed the need for a 19·
year-old drinking age in New Mexico.
"! was kind of disappointed in their attitude on the drinking age
situation," Wilson said yesterday. "Even though they have a
legislative memorial asking them to report to the legislature on the
subject this year, they seemed very reluctant to support the memorial."
Wilson attributed their reluctance to political expediency.
"They said the drinking age question won't be dealth with in the upcoming session because it's a governor's session and because the
governor is going to try very hard to keep it limited to budgetary
matters only," he said. "I don't think there's been a session in the past
ten to fifteen years that's been kept purely budget-oriented."
The ASUNM president said the members of r,usc did not consider
19-year·old drinking "on its merits," but opposed discussing it
"because of political timing.
"We are not going to be deterred from pursuing whatever avenues
•• can," he said. "We're still going to talk to the governor. We're still
going to do what we can to get a 19-year-old drinking bill introduced
:nthe upcoming legislative session."
Wilson added, however, that the members of LUSC left UNM with
agrPater knowledge of the school's assets and needs.
"We made them aware of a couple of ramifications of the situation
at the library and of the differential funding formula," he said. "The
:egislators were exposed to things they had never actually seen and
other things they had never even heard of.''
Wilson said the poor condition of the UNM Dental Hygiene
facilities made the deepest impression on the legislators, an imvression made especially vivid because they toured past the proposed
duck pond area after seeing the Dental Hygiene facilities.
"They asked questions about that duck pond for the rest of the day
and a half they stayed at UNM," he said.

John Goodhue, president of
the UNM Student Veterans
Association (SVA), advised
veterans to report their spring
course listings immediately upon
receipt of confirmation of their
pre-.registered schedule.
"Veterans should report their
schedule at least one month prior
to the beginning of the spring
semester,"
Goodhue
said.
"Otherwise their January check
will probably be delayed.''

Lobbying efforts at the federal
level by the National Association
of Concerned Veterans (NACV),
with which UNM SVA is affiliated, have been concentrated
on a House Bill currently before
the U. S. Senate which would
remove the graduate school
restriction from the nine-month
GI education benefits extension
previously passed by Congress.
At /he state level, the New
Mexi<:o
Student
Veterans
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"Veterans will be treated just
like other students," Nordstrum
said. "Pre-registered students
must pay their spring tuition by
Dec. 19, or if they are receiving
financial aid, obtain clearance
from the cashier's office."
Veteran's benefit checks are
not considered financial aid under this system.
"I don't understand Nordstrum's reasoning," Goodhue
said. "Deferring tuition payment
for veterans until their checks
arrive has worked at other
schools, why can't it be done
here?''
Nordstrum did not comment
on the reason for this action.
Other student veteran news includes the availability of a charge
account for veterans at the UNM
Bookstore and state and federal
efforts for veterans.

Hear Ye! Hear Ye!
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Fall1975 Textbooks
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9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Friday

down,"

Association, composed of all SVA
state chapters, has been lobbying
for the introduction of a New
Mexico Veterans Scholarship
Act,
"The bill would provide for
tuition payment at state schools
for any Vietnam era veteran,"
Goodhue said. "We're trying to
. convince Governor Apodaca to
Introduce this legislation,
"We'd like all veterans to write
their Congressman and Governor
Apodaca asking that these bills
. be introduced and passed,"
Goodhue said.
'l'he Student Veterans will
have a general meeting tonight
at 6:30 p.m. in room 230 of the
SUB.

Tuition payment deadline for
pre-registered students, moved
to Dec. 19 this year and
previously flexible for veterans
receiving benefit checks, will be
enforced for all students, Bob
Nordstrum, assistant comp·
troller for student accounts, said.

SAVE: WITH SECURITY
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"A student veteran can obtain
a charge account at the
Bookstore by completing an ap·
plication for an account,"
Goodhue said. "I haven't known
of any veteran to be turned
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Financing The Arab-Israeli War

Letters
Editorials

OJ)oinions

By Martin Nix
Can we continue to finance the Arab-Israeli
wa~ by the ga.soline we buy? Morally and
ethically, can th1s country do this just so our
society of waste can_ continue (and then loan the·
Israeli's $2 billion in arms).
Nevertheless, the Arabs have to be admired
Their pr!ce for oil was set back in 1950 by oii
compames, and each year with inflation they
rece1ved less revenue. Meanwhile the world
created a petro-culture which burned oil like it
was water. The Arabs have to be admired
because they so effectively reversed their
have/have-not situation. Today the Arab's have
immense programs for education medicine and
housing. The Arabs have so mu'ch money' that
they can't spend it fast enough.
So now the Arabs are buying American
and investing in the_ stock market (and

Editorial

Energy Conference
o
For most of the U.S.'s history and economic development the
·:;;:
"' Southwest (especially New Mexico) has been written off as a
a> desert area with little potential. Anecdotes still flourish about east~
:;;! coast citizens who request passports or visas to visit this state. (Is it
~ really one of ours Mildred?)
Last week however, the situation appeared quite different as
~ federal officials, oil and power executives and the national media
~ descended on the Western Governor's Conference to tell us what
o:: we should do with our energy resources.
p.,
What the entire conference amounted to was a bite on the
western states by the federal government and the oil and power
companies to start sharing the resources with the rest of the U.S.
One cannot argue that the western states should share the
resources but a strong case can be made for the possible exploitation of the western states by the federal government and the
oil and power companies. ·
Speakers for the government and the various companies ignored
central questions such as control over strip mining and pollution
and how much money the companies stand to make from the
states' resources.
One of the few people who made any sense was the governor of
Montana who continually badgered the Energy Czar over strip
mining controls.
Our own governor, who apparently had not done his homework,
could not be bothered by protecting the state as he was preoccupied by basking in front of the national media. (For those who
did not attend the conference find someone who did and ask them
about the incident between the New Mexico governor and the
Denver Press.)
The Four Corners Power Plant is a perfect example of New
Mexico resources being used and the energy transmitted to other
states. To make things worse the energy leaves but the pollution
stays behind.
We believe that this state and for that matter the concerned
western states should not bow to pressure by the federal government or the oil and power companies until written guarantees are
presented concerning environmental protection and profit sharing.
Until then it will be a mighty cold winter or a hot summer for
those areas that want to be on the receiving end of the power lines.
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Editorial

Board

Unsigned editorials represent a
majority opinion of the Daily Lobo
Staff. All other columns, cartoons
and letters represent the opinion
of the author and do not necessarily

teflect the views of the staff.

Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

' ll-\E Lt:SSON C$ EUROPE \S

11-!IS ...

WHO 1HEY WAS TALKIN' 10- ..

. .'. fiND 1H~~LL DIDN'T
CARE!

" ..QR ...

lWJ-f\Ll IS 11-lE LESSON
OF 'EUROPE !
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tions of the Constitution will be
on a space available
basw. They were also informed
that they will receive the same
consi~er~tion as all campus
orgamzatwns and individuals
regardless of affiliation or their
funding powers.

J!UbJfshe~

/What About The Homecoming Queen?'
been elected Homecoming Queen, '
Editor:
Since the writer is an old grad and others are seriously promoting
. (UNM '32), and one of_ those that a pig for Queen, then one's joyous
boo' d the loudest following the anticipation and nostalgia of
crowning of the Homecoming coming home .is suddenly damQueen, he has been asked by pened and rifted with a deep hurt.
several studems to reduce his
Alumni do have their place. We
position to writing.
are the people who supply most of
To most of the grads, the scholarships. We are the people
Homecoming is nostalgic; par-. each year that are solicited for
ticularly, this is true, where both the membership for the Boosters Club.
husband and wife are grads or former students of the University,
which many of them are. Ara Par·
seghian wrote a beautiful article in
Holiday Inn Companion for the Oc·
tober-November issue. It is
suggested that permission be ob·
Editor:
tained to have this article reprinted
We would like to thank those
in the LOBO.
who attended the "night-walk"
What about the Homecoming
last Thursd_ay night.
Queen? The writer can only speak
It was suggested Thursday
for himself. To have as we did this
that money generated by
year, an admitted lesbian, was
parking ticket fines should be
nothing less than an insult. This
channeled back into University
was in part what the alumni was
funds.
This could help in the
trying to do in booing. The student
area of budget problems. At the
that asked that this be written,
argued very vehemently that the
present time, money from UNM
Queen ran for the honor as a matter
parking fines is used by the city
of high principle. What does high
for city expenditures only. It
principle have to do with being a was also suggested that outlesbian? A great many of us were in
side, on-campus phones should
the military service. To thus accept
be installed for security pura person who claims to be an adposes.
mitted lesbian to a place of honor,
!s ·,,..,,.trically opposed to every
J.,,
'r:lple we have stood for
As mentioned Monday in a
C'·<-· t
·"and opposed to the
LOBO
article by Steve Rush,
· ... '" ~, ,;1~. ·.;lilt St. Paul so
·-, assed in the E.ible.
another desired change is from
, i~ the solution? Simple, it is the low, dim and easily vantr.::• 11 •he undergraduates do dalized lights to high, out of
'""' ·o~~~ant to continue with the reach, diffused lights.
tradition of Homecoming, as
described by Ara Parseghian, then
A night workers escort is in
let the University take over such
the
process of being organized.
planning with local alumni assistanStudents, staff and faculty of
ce. Presently, all functions of the
UNM!
We still need to apply
lettermen are handl"d on this basis,
and it has worked out sat•~iactorily. pressure to various decisions
Coming home to . ··y means making administrators on cam·
traveling many miles, and an op- pus. This struggle has just
portunity to relive the ;-any happy begun. Bi-weeklY. meetings with
times of yester years. However, UNM administrators will be held
nd that a

We are the people that have spent
their time and money to make the
University the great institution it
now is. Finally, we are t_he people
who are the parents of many of the
students presently attending the
University. We have parental
pride -why take it away?
W. Peter McAtee
Class of 1932

Jo!n the UNM Wagonwhccls square dance club.
.
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Jon Bowman

Photo Editor
Miguel Gandert

Arts & Media
Terry England

Copy Eclitor
-::usan .Valton ·1eresa Coin

CVC!ry Thursday, 7 p.m .. rm 176, Johnson
you there for a real swinging time!

~MPIRG

I

will be having an election tor five
on the Bonrd of Directors. Any student
to run for the Board and must pick up
a candidate's statement and election
NMPIRG office by Wednesday, Nov.

Vol\ workers needed for the AStJNM Fall

ISWU: The Night-Walk

Man11ging Editor
Michael O'Connor

Features Editor
Sarah Seidman

El1HER 1HEY·f\LL D\DN'r REALIZE

buy~n~ land developments). Meanwhile the cost
. of_ !IVJng has gone· up. The Arab nations are
Wllhng
toh spend more for food , TV's, cars, etc.
d
an ~ac year the price goes up-hurting the
Amer!can consummer. It is turning out that
Amencans are not only feeding the world but
also housing, clothing and setting a life-style for
the world.
The whole complex issue of "petrodollars"
makes one wonder whether the U.S. should be
so_ dependent upon foreign raw resources. Can
this country afford to start Vietnams so we can
get raw res_ources for our society of throwaways. (Ironically, the U.S. is the world's largest
pr~~ucer of copper, yet ITT imports copper from
Chill.) Ev~n now there is talk of importing oil
from Russ1a.
In the past there were wars over water-rights
the future wars will be over energy. Can we af~
ford that?

EIC!ction Wedncsdny, Nov.l2, 8 a.m. to 7
for taunting ballots ali nlghtlong.Jcln in,
you! Call 277-5028 fer further info.
U~ U~M Folksong Club will meet Thursday,
·. I tn the SUB, _rm 250A & D, 8 to 10 p.m.

Thursdays at 6 p.m. The next
meeting is Nov. 11. We also
hope that improvements in oncampus lighting and security
will initiate changes in city
lighting, especially in the
University area.
Cynthia McGuinn
Mary Emslie
Members of ISWU

songs, the topiefor the night.

t'NM Ski Club meets Thursday Nov, 6, 7 p.m.,
,
129. All skiers or those jntcrestcd In lear·
W<'lcome, Olrircr elections will be held.
your $3 dues.

PAPER CLINIC-To provide

te~hnlques

for analyting, recording,
facts & opinions, Social Sdcn·
NGV, 3: Humanitics·Tucs.; Selen·
· 1:30-9:30 p.m., rm. 247, Zimmerman

'

Editor:
We the undersigned believe it a
duty of the LOBO to publish the
proposed Constitution. The purpose of the Constitution is to create
a smoother functioning student
government that can serve students more efficiently and fairly. The
students need an opportunity to
read this Constitution so they can
make an intelligent vote. The Constitutional Convention, not being a
funded organization, cannot afford
to have their material published.

Therefore, we request that the
LOBO do something to help the
students that help fund their paper.
A request that the LOBO print the
proposed Constitution seems simple enough to us. If the LOBO persists in their refusal to do things for
the students, we are forced to
question their usefulness on this
campus and their right to student
funds.
Mike Rakes, D.M. Flynn John
Goodhue, Kevin Keller. P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia, R.A. Lowry, Gene
Henley, Alfred Santistevan, Joseph
McLaughlin, Martha Moran IJavid
Montague, William Hoch 'James
Peoples, Denia Birkett, Philip Gursky, John Leibendorfer Stuart
Walker, Patricia McCarthy Damon
Tobias, Brian Saoderoff ' Joseph
{Lee) Watkins, Ellen Gree~blatt.
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Rent-a-Cop System"
Editor:
The enclosed cartoon, which I hope you will be able to print expresses my frustra~ion w_ith the local rent-a-cop system. As a
grad~_<lt7-student w1fe, I fmd my shopping chores unnerving and
~um1hat1ng when the police follow me around the store and practically walk on my heels.
Kee Alexander

PIRG ELECTIONS
Any student interested in
running. for Boru.·d of
Directors, candidate
statement forms may be
picked up at NMPIRG
office, 1054 Mesa Vista Hall.
Statements must be
retumed by Nov. 12, 5 pm.
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The Mo~ntain Chalet has Down Jackets!

cal1277-5961.

DO YOU NEED

NMPIRG
Clarifies
Position

CASH?
Earn $ 10 a week
donate twice weekly

NMPIRG would like to clarify
its position on transit planning
in Albuquerque.
1) The Monorail proposal is
only one of the many possible
alternatives which we want to
study.
2) We do not as yet have a set
policy on the transit project.
Primarily, at this time we are in·
terested in developing interest
and discussion among UNM
students; especially among
students who are willing to
work on this project.
Elaine Baca
Sports Editor
Harold Smith

BLOOD

LA SMA
DONOR CENTER

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Satorday
DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

842-6991
ALBUQUERQUE

Business Manager
Harry Chapman

1307 CENTRAL NE
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UNM .Scientist Studies
By Lynda Sparber
Siberia in the summer is just
like the northern interior of
Canada, warm and lush with·
greenery. This past summer, five
American scientists entered this
area of the Soviet Union to conduct environmental studies. The
team members were the first
"outsiders" to enter the region
since the early 1920's.
John Campbell, an an·
thropology professor at UNM,
was a part of the study, the
Soviet-American Siberian Ex·
pedition. In the past his work has
led him to the Arctic and the Antarctic.
Other professionals in the·
team included three Soviet Ph.
D.'s. The original destination .of
the expedition was Kamchatka,
in far-eastern Siberia, but
"things being what they are in
Russia, we never got there,"
Campbell said.
The study eventually settled in
an area by Lake Baikal, the
largest lake in the world, on the
Russian Steppe (plain lands) border of the taiga (forests).
With access to three different
forms of ecosystems, Campbell
studied the climates, botany, birds, mammals and natural fishes.

I'
The Test:
T!'le Review Course:

'I

In a recently released
statement, Campbell said, "To
my knowledge ours remains the
only party of Americans which
has ever been permitted this
degree of freedom in scientific
research on Soviet Union soil."
One of the Americans was
even permitted to return witha
6000 to 8000-year-old skeleton.

Jo •.

1

Campbell

He brought back with him 400
plant specimens, rec;ords of 70
-&Ira· speCies and observations on·
a few mammals and fishes. His
plant collection is probably the
only one of its kind in the United
States'.
The scientists "were given the

The Americans in the ex·
pedition included a pleist~c?ne
geologist,
a
genetiCiststatistician and three anthropologists. They were camped
out for three weeks, although
they were in Russia for six
weeks.
"We spent a lot of time just
getting there (to the campsite.)
Everytime you turn around you
have to get cleared," Campbell
said.

Potter said "While these statistics might tell you something,
can be misleading when making comparisons, because of the great
ference in the numbers transferring into each college. For example
Pharmacy had 11 transfers, while BUS had 188 and Education had
111. But we find that the statistics don't change too much from year to
year."
Arts and Sciences had 310 transfers, the largest number entering a
degree-granting college last semester. Fine Arts admitted 120
Engineering 77, Business 47, and Nursing 34.
'
With Pharmacy leaing the ACT composite scoring, Er1gi1neerin 1
was second with 82 per cent of its new students in the 21 and
range. Arts and Sciences was third with 75 per cent.
The ACT English scores showed 55 per cent of the Arts and
ces transfers scoring above 21, with Pharmacy second with 53 per
cent, and Education last with 25 per cent.
In the ACT mathematics section, Education again had the lowest
percentage of students in the 21-36 range with 28 per cent, compared
to 90 per cent of the Engineering and 74 per cent of the Business
students.
The social science scoring saw 44 per cent of the Education
sfers score above 21, while 80 per cent of the Arts and Sciences
per cent of the Engineering transfers did so.
UNM GPA's prior to the transfer were lead by Pharmacy r.r"'""''"
with 53 per. cent of them earning a 3.0 or better. Next was Nursing
with 50 per cent. BUS and Education were tied at the bottom with 2!
per cent each.
The statistics suggested that the sexual stereotypes persist. Men
comprised 93 per cent of the transfers into Business, and 89 per
of the Engineering transfers. In Education, men made up 26 per
and in Nursing only 13 per cent of last semester's transfers from
University College.
..
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By Joseph Monahan
UNM assistant professor Alan
Reed was elected to the city
C01lncil last night to become the
third UNM faculty member to
gain election to that body.
Reed edged out real estate
agent Max Kiehne by 184 votes
to win the District 6 council seat
which was forced into a run-off
election as a result of the October
7th council elections.
Floyd Williams
Last night also saw Ava Marie
Bowers defeated for the second
time in her bid for the District 8
council post. Bowers was beaten
decisively by real estate man Jim
Delleney.
Reed told the Lobo his victory
means UNM's position as a
By Paul Vitt
Along range plan to 'beautify' the campus should take care of the political presence in the community has been strengthened
spots that now cover the grounds.
·
and
that there "Will now be three
Floyd Williams, director of the physical plant said, "There are a
of landscaping projects being considered for the 320 acres
damned hard working· UNM
constitute the main, south_and north campuses."
professors on the city council."
Landscaping is broken down into six categories; paved parking, un- Reed joins French professor Jack
parking, streets and walks, lawns, plantings and unimproved Kolbert
and
engineering
professor Marion Cottrell on the
"Parking is somewhat different but is included in landscaping nine member council.
of the need for cover to prevent blowing dirt. Also these lots
The 35-year-old Reed said he
weed control and landscaping in the area surrounding the was "overjoyed" by his win, adlots," said Williams.
ding that the voters were exThe proposals for beautification could run as high as several million pressing concern over the future
planning and environment of
High traffic malls are planned for Yale Boulevard and Buena Albuquerque when they elected
i These streets are at the east and west ends of Mitchell Hall. the him. Reed garnered 1760 votes to
will be patterned like the mall in front of Scholes Hall.
Kiehne's 1576.
opened the loading dock
"Projectsli~e the pond or malls are subcontracted, our landscaping
Reed is an assistant professor
This was changed in
are mamly used for maintenance and some rejuvenation of old of librar:"nship at UNM and is
1975.
'said Williams.
"In addition to the change "Areas yet to be developed are in a holding situation, in that no director of UNM's Santa Fe
Graduate Center.
keys, the police asked that
expenditures are made other than perhaps an asphalt path if
It was Reed's second try for
cave mirrors be put up.
are being forced to walk through mud."
the
council. He was beaten in his
would mean that the
implementation of any new projects in an area there is first first attempt in 1974 by counstorage area could be watched
for a pedestrian path.
cillor Ralph Loken.
all times," he said.
"Once people stay on the 'desire lines' we can take care of the grass
Throughout his campaign for
Spot checks of inventories
without this we are fighting a losing battle. The area in front of the council, Reed stressed the
the available food in the
Hall shows how successful this program can be," said need for land use planning comwere performed. The exact
Willianns.
binea with an adequate transit
of these inspections was
Williams warned that not only grass can be ruined by pedestrian system.
mined independently by
but trees as well. "The soil around trees can become so comKiehne's defeat was in·
supervisor. These visits
that water cannot penetrate into the ground."
terpreted by some city hall ob·
the "detection of any
"Maintenance of existin·g landscape is just as important as im- servers as a result of his inplain~d shortages of
1
of new construction," said Williams.
volvement with St. Louis atLockett said.
ie landscape maintenance crew is made up of 23 people and has a torney Morris Shenker, a large
"I think it is important to ·.
"' q;177 ,400 with $20,000 of this going for supplies, equipment New Mexico land holder who has
that as a result of these
.oes of plants which have died in the developed areas.
been investigated for alleged
up security actions we
the work was organized so that each crew member was criminal activity.
,spo1nsible for a small geographic area. If he or she·was sick or absent
evidence of stealing,"
Reed received a Ph.D in gover"The people s~~~~!:~for~: lrobl<ams developed finding a replacement to care for the area until he nment from the University of
rumors were either
returned.
Anew method will increase the size of the areas, but more people Texas.
or out to cause trouble.
Voter turnout in yesterday's
be assigned; "this should prevent the neglect of maintenance that
"I'd like to make the
run-off
was moderate with about
happened in the past," said Williams.
state that I have total trust
30
per
cent
of the eligible voters
The main thrust of maintenance work is done in the summer mon·
the hard working people at
when 15-20 wor)l: study students are assigned to augment regular in both districts taking the time
Services," the assistant
to go to the
and fill-in for vacationers.
said.

Campus Beautification
Fights Brown Spots·

:'1
Delleney campaigned as a con- ::s:
S<?rvative and phrased his battle >I,... .
with Bowers as a "classic liberal- 0
conservative" clash. Delleney tj
supported the anti-obscenity or· · ,... .
dinance, but the views of the two ~
candidates did not differ on any t"
0
of the other major issues in the 0"
campaign.
9

In District 8, Bowers lost o!lt
to Delleney by almost 700 votes.
Bowers received 1,138 votes to
Delleney's 1,812.
Delleney said his victory was a
result of. his stands on the issues.
"I won because I did not
pussyfoot around on the issues,"
Delleney said.
The new councillor said he will
work on the Albuquerque transit
system when he takes over
December 1st and also said he
can work with all the councillors.

"'
"'

"'

Delleney was manager of Jack
Rex's campaign in 1974 and
outgoing councillor Rex supported Delleney's bid for the
council in yesterday's election.
I

C11ilom

'"'

Printe~

~411'.e

Food Service Uses
Se·curity Program

Campbell is currently working
on two papers based on the
results of the expedition: one on
By AnneTrawicky
the plants (half of his collection is
As a result of circulating
earmarked for the Smithsonian rumors of food thefts, Food Ser·
Institution) and the other on the vices last fall approached the
bird life.
campus police to devise a
workable security program for
"The research papers are on th~ir fa,cilities.
subjects not covered in this
"There were numerous rumors
locale or area before," Campbell being passed around about emsaid.
ployees walking out with large
quantities of food. We asked the
The expedition was jointly police to recommend a system to
sponsored by the National Scien· both check these rumors and to
ce Foundation and the Soviet simply install more security,"
Academy of Sciences. Campbell said Jack E. Lockett, assistant
said he hopes the expedition will director of Food Services.
be "part of a long range project.
The police suggested that the
We may be back next year to a storage locker keys be changed.
Prior to this, the locker keys diSO
different part of Siberia."

•
:
••

Reed, Delleney Take Election

(!)

(!)

do whatever we wanted to do,"
Campbell said. The group did not
have their film censored or journals reviewed.

by Wendell T, Hunt

Students, ACTis

(Continued from pz.ge 1)

at Siberian Lake

I

I

••• •
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hy Student Activities

:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The UNM Alumni Association J's "'~'Jngl•?
of nomination about students
tbrough their time and effort to the
Those students selected will receive

,..,;.m'"'

tificates. There is no minimum or
bcr o( awards to be given. Call €.he
277·5808 for further info,

Tonight!

4015 CARliSLE n.E.
Delamar Plas.a
ALBUQ. n.m. 17107
nq
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SUB Bal' Qoom
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Students with ID Free
General Public $1.00
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Ge~away

William Geraway . is perhaps the most unique lecturer in
America today. He is the only man with a price on his head or ~ho
has been faced with the electric chair, who is lecturing in the Umted
States. Even more stranqe is the fact that he speaks for the Death
Penillty although exposed to it himself.
.
He speaks knowledgeably on juvenile justice, prison reform, plea
bargaining, the death penalty and mafia activities. He will. be
bringing with him The Repeater with Stacy Keach. Tw~ other ftlms
Sing Sing Thanksqivinq with Joan Baez and Maxou~ Will be shol!in
free the afternoon of ihe 5th, completing the presentation of a film ·
symposium on Crime and Punishment in America.

You think of the
slogan and we'll
print it! Any slogan
for your· team. .
Candidate
Favorite Hobby
special
gift
or
whatever. Machine
washable Ink will not
run or fade.
Select From Our
Large Assortment
of Shirts and
choose from over
500 Designs!

I

$26

ASUNM Speakers Committee Presents
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For around
town and
everyday leisure
activities, you
can't beat this!
In tan grain
waxhide with crepe
wedge sole.
our many, new Bass
originals that are available in a wide range of
sizes.

shoe srtores
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DtQWing On The Futute:
2000A.D.
Jacques Sadoul
HenryRegnery Gompany/$7.95

*

*

Science Fiction Art
Brian Aldiss
Bounty Books/$9.95

*

*

*
*

By Terry England
The men were plunging down the
gently curving surface of the
.mirror.
Above them were the stars of
the universe, whose light was
caught by the mirror, radiated

Raymond Naylor for "Fantastic Stories," July 1948

Don't Miss-

UNM Rodey Theatre's Production of.
Moliere's

Brecht's

Caucasian Chalk
Circl~

TARTUFFE
November 7, 8 1:1:

November 6, 8,
12, 14, 22

... VISUALLY STUNNING
THEATRE -Alb. Journal

13, 15, 21
1:rMatinee

SKILLFULLY HANDLED
A COORDINATED
ENSEMBLE WORK. -Alb.

Jour.

Tickets Available at'UNM Fine Arts Box Office 277-4402
Student Discount - $1.50

Virgil Finlay for "Fantastic
Novels" cover, 1948

and reradiated by the concave
surface, and, unimpaired, was
flung back into space as a
conglomerate glow.
From "The Men and The
Mirror" by Ross Rocklynne.
A giant mirror in space is an
indication of some of the weird
machines dreamed up by science
fiction writers. Another indication in the same story is the
fact that two men are trapped on
it and will die if they can't figure
out a way to get off_
This kind of imagination was
not limited to writers of the pulp
magazines. To sell those
magazines, the editors needed
something to catch the public
eye, so they hired

a total flop, but it had something
more than good writing, much
more. It had adventure of an unprecedented kind. There was the
first introduction of interstellar
travel. There was mind-boggling
distances and encounters; a kind
of never-slowing action centered
about indestructable heroes.
This was the material for the
pulp magazines; the adventures
in space and time.
The art was garish, intended
to catch the eye of the prospective buyer who was looking at•
several covers with the same
ga~ish style. It was never considered Fine Art; indeed, the
most common term used to
describe it was "garbage." The
writing also suffered from the
same broadside attacks, and
science fiction was stuck with a
stigma that lasts to this day.
But, like pin-ups and sleazy
fashions, the garishness mellows
through the years, and the old
becomes the collector's items and
it becomes fashionable to collect
them.
Two recent books are collections of this art, and both use the
name of well-known s-f writers to
lend expertise to the enterprise.
2000 A.D., fllustrations From the
Golden Age of Science Fiction
Pulps has A. E. Van Vogt, while
Science Fiction Art, Fantasies of
SF was written by Brian Aldiss,
author of Billion Year Spree, a
history of s-f.
In the preface to 2000 A.D.,

We will begin with a
what has driven thousands
talented artists of our time ·
every country of the world,'
describe, paint, or draw
future? The urge is still
mystery--and yet these
have been doing it for
frequently revealing n.•tn~;,,l:.
premonitions, '
He says the illustrator
use of the familiar in
nature. This is true, nt.h.,.,,,
we could not relate to
drawings. Everything we do·
based on past expedences,

J
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All illustrntion,s from "2000 A.D."

Hen;y Sharp for "Empire of Evil," January issue, "Amazing Stories"
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s1eru•us. Robots, spaceships,

Paul in Wonder
August 1932

The book plays on themes also,
machinery and cities following fairly close to 2000
oft he divisions he uses. A.D. The book is a little larger,
· that we think about the
arav~m!~S sometimes overlap
and uses a lot more color. Then
depends on the past. The
category.
there is the advantage of Brian
quo is upset if the nr:actition~
of the better sections is Aldiss.
of that form cannot project '
"The Women of the
Aldiss also spends a lot of time
into .. the future without
" Women were a con- on women. He often talks about
pletely changing evPrvT.mm feature of the drawings, the "sensuous" line or drawing of
familiar to them now.
in some kind of trouble, one artist or another. In the seclosing what clothes tion on Don Sibley, where there
That reason is also one of
had
on.
The most frequent are quite a few unclad women
greatest failures of science
had some damsel being serving men, Aldiss mentions the
tion. The writer/artist uses
with nasty things ~y ' "Great Nipple Shortage of 1.926."
is known at the time the
-produced, and the result is a I
micky version of the orllserll.
2000 A.D. a large drawing of
city of the future" done in
almost incomprehensible
being impossible. The
ASUNM-PE-0 presents Earth Wind &
MUSIC: UNM Brass ch;,f;, Sunday~-4P-:m .. Keller

Another area where changes
can be seen is politics. Many of
the older stories the drawings
illustrated were full of the
racial/sexual stereotypes rampant then. Since they were the
products of their age: the biases

It would seem that there was
nothing "bad" about drawing
half-naked people, as long as little anatomical details are left out.
This wasn't limited to women
either, as several muscular men
lack things here and there also.

Science Fiction Art doesn't
limit itself to the older pulps,
either. Some of the more recent
magazines are featured, and it is
interesting to see how advan~es
in scientific knowledKe are mcorporated into the drawings.

show and are blatantly used to
tell a story. Asimov mentions
this several times in his "Before"
anthology: "When I reread,(some
stories) I was made very uneasy
by the touches of racism it contained. The thought crossed my

The realism of space travel
becomes apparent thanks to the
space programs of US/USSR.
Some of the more romantic con- Virgil Finlay for "Hollywood on
ceptions have already been shot the Moon," 1949
down, but new and more exciting
ideas come out of the current
progression of science.

r

We Assure
Personal Satisfaction

loda) nigl>l,Sp.m. Johnson Gym.

Rodey Film Festival continues with
a film from Denmark (1943), Sun"OJTheatc. 7:30p.m.

Bartolucci's "Before the
will be shown tonight, 7 & 9 p.m.1
in the White Suit," a British satire,
atthe sun, 7 & 9p.m.
" directed by Martin Scor>'rlday altthe SUB, 7 & 9 p.rn.
"""''' Troff,•ut's "Day £or Night" shows

Learn How To Do It!

Poolside at the Executive North Apts.
7303 Montgomery NE
298-762'4
(East of Louisiana Blvd.)

mind that I ought to try to edit
them out, but you know, I can't
do that. Once I started tampering
with stories, where would I
stop?"
The vision may change, but the
vision remains.

BOREDWALK

Hall,
MUSIC: UNM Jazt band in concert, Rodey
Theater, 8:16p.m.
POETRY: The ASUNM Poetry Series will
present Joe Samoza reading his poetry in the Anderson Room <Jf Zimmerman Library tomorrow
night, 8 p.m.
DRAMA: "Tarlurte" will play Friday, 8 p.m. and
Saturday, 2 p.m., Popejoy Hall.
DRAMA: "Caucasian Chalk Circle" plays
l()morrow and Saturday, 8 p.m., Popejoy ltall.
DRAMA: Tryouts for an experimental production
o( "Hamlet,. will be held Friday, 7:30-9:30t and
Saturday 2·4 p.m. Novices and experienced alike
are welcome to try out.
ART: The ASA Gallery will present a show of
children's art starting next Monday. The art has
been collected from APS elementary schools, and
will be up thru Nov. 21.
DANCE: The Wagonwheels Square Dance Club
meets tomorrow night, 7 p.m., room 176 of John·
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If you are tired of your old hairstyle or hairstylist give the hairdesigl').ers at The Cut Above a try. We personalize each style to
each persons features, interests, and life-style. If you are ready for
an improved you, Come and see us at The Cut Above, a Unisex
Salon where you'll get a personalized consultation. The most
creative hairdesigners with special emphasis in Living Color
Variations and Bodywaving.
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a BEM. This is funny, actually,
because a genuine off-worlder
might find a human woman
repulsive physically. Even if he
did lust after a human, his sexual
organs would probably not be
suited to that purpose. The only
real .fate a human would face
would be if the off-worlder finds
human meat rather tasty.
Science Fiction Art is partly
sectioned by artist. Several
works of each are presented in
groups, enabling the reader to
see a little more than offered in
2000A.D.

~.~~~~~-·

Are You Presiding Over
Or A Member Of Any
Organization?

..

from pnge 8}

are of the late nineteenth
where all sorts of uncrap was added on.
!engineenn.g needed to erect
the
would be
and the scale as shown
drawing would make the
dreariest place on Earth.
Sadoul, who wrote the
for 2000 A.D., divided the
into sections according to
main features in s-f. He
off-world beings from
ed Monsters (BEMS), ·
some People think any
different from them is

artists;;t~o~V~a~n~V;o;g~t~w~r~i~t~es;:;;;;~~~W;;;;MNW~MNW~MNWy;W1

,.. -

.·~~

illustrate certain parts of stories.
Many times, the 11rtists' vision
far outstripped the writers.
· Isaac Asimov, in his three-part
anthology called Before the
Golden Age, sai_~:
As literature, it (The Skylark
of Space, by EdU<ard E. Smith in
Amazing Stories, Aug. 1928) was

Drenm Pictures
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FIRST
APPE.AAANCE

WITH SPECIAL 6UEST $TM$

Take
Speech Communications 250Parliamentary Procedure

DEliVER
OlE I

This course includes:
1. How to use Roberts Rules of Order
2. Practice in meeting procedure
3. Discussion

STP-IiET C-ORN'R 3YMPHONY
SAT,NOV 8' 8PM

JOHNSON GYM
.

IN

AL5~UER.Q.UE,

~W~~~

NEW MEXICO

ALL SEATS RESERVED: $6.~(~.50 STI)DI'NT~)
AND $:'>.00
-AVAll.AllLEAT: AL.l>UGlUEQQ,OE TICI<!lT

;~:~I~Nl~~~~;~;CE~NT'Ea,
c.

·-·-oil

SOOND
II , ALL rlAM ,S
60Ul5TR£E.T

SANTA FE AND THE

INFORMATIOtJ:277•3711 ·

Note:
If you want to take the course and it doesn't fit your
schedule contact the instructor for the possibility of
another time.
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UNM Soccer Stars Fall to Skillful United
By Harold Smith

It was a crisp November Sunday afternoon. Johnson Field had
_ dogs, kids, bicycles, two sets of
,2 · soccer teams, two goals with
j yellow netting and a ball splattered with black octagons.
~
The two teams, Albuquerque
Q United and the UNM Stars, were
o meeting for the Albuquerque
.~ Soccer League Championship.
1il United eventually won the title 3~ 2.
~
About 50 spectators came to
watch the "fussball" game, the
0 most popular sport in the world.
,.... United, in its red-and-white
~ striped jerseys, came on the field
~ with jaunty confidence, while
P.. UNM prepared for the confrontation with looks of determination. The forthcoming contest may not have been NCAA

·a

z

PLATfGNUM ITALIC SET

Conrmlrs afounrnin !'"· fiv'
:Jralic ni6$, am{ instrocticm
manua( a((foronfy !ls.oo...
At art mattria{6-'yen slioys,
co({rg_, 6ooftstms ... qr semi
cfiecf tQ ?'entaliv Cory., 132

w,sr 22 sc:, N.Y., N.Y. roo11
Ada so cents
for liamm'l!}·

sanctioned, or even a well-known
title match, but one could see this
game was it, the climax of an entire season.
The game started like some
hurriedly set up, backyard kickball match with the game •ball
skittering down the field glancing off a stray soccer ball. With
a few disgusted cries from both
teams
at
the
offending
trespassers the game resumed.
Fans walked nervously up arld
down the sidelin(Js, and pranced
as either team neared an open
goal mouth.
United pulled ahead 1-0 as its
players, a conglomeration of
student-age people hailing from
all over the world, dribbled down
the field. The drive culminated as
the University goalkeeper
seemed to try to kick the ball as
the sphere sailed across at eye
level. A fan, a gray-haired fellow
who looked to be in his 50's,
grumbled something about the
goalie having his head up
somewhere.
United's Carlos Salgado kicked
the goal.

BDXINEi
Nov:s,

Sat'u'r"day
7:30 pm
SUB Ballroom Students $1.00
General Admission $1.50
Sponsored by UNM Boxing Club

The battle see-sawed back and
forth with the red-shirted Stars
finally getting their first goal on
a United mistake. Apparently
one of the United defense players
kicked the ball the wrong way.
And that is the way the half ended, the game tied 1-1, and the
previously confident candy

The Stars did, however, have
one more scoring opportunity in
the contest. UNM's Chike (his
last name, they say, is too hard to
pronounce anyway) missed the
United goal mouth by inches.
Star Team Captain Klause
Weber said after the match, "It
yvas a great game. The two teams

I

had equal strength, but they
were more skillful.
"We had a great ·chance to tie
it up on the combination to Chike.
He missed the goal by a couple of
inches.
"We had to play for the tie. It
would have given us the championship."
Salgado, captain of the United
squad, said after the game,
"When I first came I felt we had
it, but by the beginning of the
second half I had changed my
mind."
Star right-wing forward Grady
Alexander, who had been
promoting the affair, said, "It

was the best game we played
year. It was great even
we weren't really expected
win.

1

By Joe Donnelly
The Albuquerque Chaparral
pro hockey team easily defeated
the El Paso Raiders in its first
two home games to climb into first place with the Reno Broncos in
the newly formed Southwest
Hockey League.
Sunday night's home opener
drew a sparse crowd of 1361 to
Tingley Coliseum as the swift
and shifty skating Chaparrals
froze the Broncos, 9-2.
After a slow start, Chaparral
Earl Sargent opened up the
scoring with assists from Dwight
Stockham and Tim Lawson.
Doug Christy scored the first of
his two goals minutes later to
close the first-period scoring.
The Chaps came out skating in
the second period and scored two

I
!

ilson

Pharmacy
John Denslow R.Ph. Owner
Graduate of 1974 UNM College of Pharmacy
Full Line Pharmacy
Personal Needs
Greeting Cards

Kimmel Candies
Men's and Women's Cosmetics
(;

l

I

Serving U.N.M. Since 1939
Come in and Check us out!
Within walking distance from campus
3100 Central SE at Richmond 255-5581
Across from the Lobo theatre-

Dia De La Raza
Friday, Nov. 7th

Admission:
that night to $1.00 per
JASMINE
person

DANCE

9:00 pm - 1 :00 am
SUB Ballroom
Sponsored by Project Consejo
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Broyles, who led the UNM field hock
.
Photo~yMigue!Good;rt
Matador defenders.
ey team to a 5 · 1 VIctory over Sandia, takes on

Broiler' Burns Sandia H.S. for 3

There are others on both
tingents from outside the
States including some from ·
By Tim Gallagher
and Mexico.
A fired up Sally Broyles led
A post-season tournarnenl
UNM women's field hockey
scheduled for this Sunday
to a 5-l win over Sandia
ternoon on Johnson Field. 'fi.iii'ne•n•S·uchool at Johnson field,
tourney will pit the eight
teams from which the
who donned a white
Stars were chosen.
for the occasion, scored
in the first half and twice
in the .second half, but it
Amy Rivera who got the
"' "'"'""" on the board first. Rivera
after only two minutes of
had elapsed to give
a quick one-goal lead. Ninepower play situation sat1eezin1 Ja·a-naa minutes later Broyles
puck between Raider oW"" ....
her initial goal on a centering
Szabo and the p
from Allene Bostwick. The
opening goal.
with UNM ahead 2-0.
Mike Chubey scored his
the shadows lengthening
goal of the season on a
this beautiful autumn day, the
and Earl Sargent scored
half opened with Carol
of his two "Cinderella"
ure1ana_ replacing Renee
when he passed the puck
m goal. Broyles scored
Raider defenseman Stu
a blast after nine minutes of
legs and deked the goalie
second half to put the Lobos
rifling a shot into the net. ,
three minutes later Santhird period he did an
to make it 3-1 and the
replay, hitting in his
of blowing another game
rebound. Sargent was
school team came to
Chap player of the game.
minds. But not to
The high scoring line
"Broiler" got her
The
Christy, MacDonald and
temper up, and fired a shot
J oevenazzo combined for
and 13 assists for a
total of 21 points.
The Chaps will return
and 19 to play Reno. Coach
Gernander said, "They are
best club we have played so'
They are a bigger team and
a more physical game. We
only team to beat them so
Goalie Jerry Farwell made ·
40 saves
that
"

U Boxing
out in SUB

past a stunned Sandia goalie only
two minutes later. Broyles' shot
was from about 20 feet Qut on the
right side and was blasted into
the net at a height of three feet.
With nine minutes to go in the
game
Margaret
Gonzales
outraced everyone to get to a
lead pass from Rebecca Whealan
and scored to give the Lobos
their final 5-1 margin.
After the game, Broyles said,

By Jo Lopez
UN~'s F~ncing Cl?b will play a dual collegiate meet this Sunday at
the Um~~rsity of Arizona. The meet will include foil, sabre and epee
competitiOn.
c·fhc cllb is coached by Mel Allen, a former competitor from the
I Y. ol ege of New York,
a nationally ranked team during his
pIaymg years.
~lien ~aid "If the Wildcats beat us, it'll be close. Personally I think
we r~ gm?g to clobb~r them, though."
'
Th1s w~ll be the f1rst _match for the fencing club which expects to
com~ete m 10 .meets th1s fall, and six during the spring. The club is
run hk~ ~ vars1ty an~ competes with other schools in organized team
compet1t10n, Allen said.
The club has received an invitation to compete at Texas A&M on
Nov. 11, b~t Allen was not sure if they could financially afford to go.
Allen sa1d the clu_b expects to compete against such clubs as TexasEl.Paso, New MexiCo State, Colorado, the Air Force Academy and
Brigham Young.

10% DISCOUNT TO ALL
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS!
(except on sit1;gle cards)
Cards ...
Unusual Gifts ...
And Accessories ...

Birthday
John
Chnpm
J

'lc~e~lllflliiS::~--~~
' rs Of-Hand Made Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

"I was really mad at myself for
losing to Santa Fe. We were all
k!nda down. This win will really
g1ve us some momentum for Intermountain."
The Lobos travel on Thursday
to the Intermountain Regional
championships in Greeley, Colo.,
and Coach Bev Quinlan said, "It's
good to get a win like this. If we
had lost we would have. really
been down."

Foil, Sabre and Epee:
Arizona Dual Duel Set

Large selection of

Hnppy

IS l.fY
'~LrSIIfK6f''

25% Off
on all boxed
Christmas Cards
'Til Nov. 15

1412 Eubank and 11200 Montgomery
(Students must have valid J.D.)

Juarez Tequila tastes terrific, 9allops into

the spirit of fun, smoothly mixes or
sta~ds o~ its own for a tempting thirst
thrrll. Wrth a wedge of lime, a sprinkle
of salt, Juarez wins every time. Don't
horse around. Try Juarez Tequila Silver
or Gold today.
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Klonis said he has been
soccer since he was six Yeai'so\l!i
in Chephalonia, Greece,
Klonis, Salgado is from
Brazil, and de Ia' Fuente is
Chile. The University
Weber is from Olten (just
of Zurich), Switzerland
Chike is from Nigeria.
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"Our defense is what held
together. I really don't know
would be the individual

FREE ADMISSION

9:00 am - 1:00 pm Speakers in SUB
1:00 - 4:00 pm Open House at
~~-~
Chicano Studies
Free Music and
Refreshments

D

I
Hungry For Steak?.
I ~
I
I~§·
1
$1.00 OFF
1
I
On a Large Steak Pizza
I ~
I ,~
ON A LARGE STEAK PIZZA
I q~
.
,
.
.
.
.
.
_
I
I lt
OF ANY COMBINATION
,.,. . .
I
WITH THIS COUPON
I ~
I .s><aa
4310 Central SE
~~ I ~
I
Opp
~()()0 I ~

Pro Icemen Zap El P~so
goals within two minutes. They
went on to score three more
second-period goals to the
Raiders' two. The Chaps added
two more goals in the third
period while containing the
Raider offense to none.
Monday night's game was a
closer game physically and two
major fights erupted as the
Chaps won 8-4.
At 6:14 into the first period
Chaparral Jeff Furney and
Raider Nick Biamonti fought it
out at center ice after some
elbowing by Biamonti. Furney
·and a bleeding Biamonti left the
ice for five minutes with an extra
two for Biamonti's elbow
movements.
Steve MacDonald took advantage of the four-on-three

••

. . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , · '1j

Klonis, who like many of
other players is from a
nation, said, "I thought we 1, ·
going to win by a farther
•
but they played us tough. 1
first-year team they (Stars) · ,
really well."

stripers now sweating the outcome.
The Stars came out the second
half with enthusiasm, and promptly attacked the United goal. The
Stars' goalie, who had seemed
rather tight at the game's outset,
now cheered the offense, "Nice
lead Pepe. Aaaaaghl" Allen
Allison of UNM scored during
this period dominated by the
Stars. This put the upstart
. University squad in the lead, 2-1.
But Albuquerque United came
back on sizzling scores by Pedro
de la Fuente and Nick Klonis.
Klonis' tally iced the victory for
United.
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BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 Son
Pedro SE. 265·0335. Color TVs, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto r11-dios, install Burgl.ar alar~s,
100fiJ discount for students with ID. QuiCk servtce.
11/6
Used TVs for sale.
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Custom black.and-whltc processing printing,
Fine-grain or pushproccs.sing of. film, Contact
sheets or custom proofs. H1gh q uahty c nlargements, mounting, etc. Advice, ll asked. Call 265-2444
tfn
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE,
PASSPORT IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing, Near UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per day, (no refunds if cant;elled
before five lnsertlons), Cht.ssified 111d·
vertisements'must be paid in adv.nce.

·o

.g

Marron Hall room 131 or· by mail to:
CJassilled Advertising, UNM Box 20,

A!buqnerque, N .M.

WILL
3292.

87131 •

~·------~----------~
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1. PERSONALS

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·

ds who care at Birthright 247-9819,
tfn
·~ TAROT PALM I-CHING readings, 3007 Cel'\tral
Q> NE, Room 8. See Bonnie 255-6642.
10/50
~ STEAK PIZZA at Pepino's on Central, Also dally
~ luncheon specials-4310 Central SE.
11/5
aJ FREE: Lovable white female shepard X spayed, 1
yr. 898-6073after 5:00p.m.
11/6
<N' WANT TO SHARE some thoughts? Try AGORA
.....-t 277·3013,24 hours.
11/7

Z

~ MARY -Please don't do this to me. Nick.

11/5

co:$ WOULD STUDENT Who called about brown bag
P-i in car, 10/22/75 PLEASE call again, important or

call 255-6811.
OK GEORGE, it's 1,115. Lotsa Difference!

11/6
11/5

J.P. Did you know Nixon was a Sigma Chi. JTL.

11/5
POETS-If you have talent, the world needs to
know, we have the place .• , Call Toby 296·7555.

11/7
UNM BOXING Nov. 8, 7:30 p.m. SUB Ballroom,
Admission: Students $1,00, General public $1.50.

11/7

2.

LOST & FOUND

TYPE

PAPERS,

242-2757.

3.

11/11

SERVICES

l1/19
.
WEDDING INVITATION & Photography at low
cost. Creative Services 299-7930.
11/6

4.

FORRENT

SHARE ADOBE HOUSE Corra1es, male graduate
student preferred. Serious students only. $130
plus, 898·9058.
11/5
EFFICIENCY FURNISHED fairly new furniture,
$95 plus utiHties. 131 14th SW, no pets. 842·

6522.

11/5

SLEEPING
ROOM-kitchen
privileges
everything furnished. 3 blocks to UNM Ucmnle

only), 242·4489.

\}

AM/FM 8·track recorder with all the goodies.
11/14
$9.86 per month, i:!56·3505,
NECCHI ZIGZAG r75 closeout, Buttonholes, blin·
dhcms, embroiders. $39 or 10 payments of $4.00,

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality 10·speed bicycles, Camping, hildng, and
262-0637.
11/14
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus Cyclery, 1031
REBUILT
40HP
VW
engine
Installed,
$300
exSan Mateo SE. 256·9190.
tfn
change. Certified mechanic, guar.anteed, 300
BICYCLES-Lowest prices and largest selection
11/5
Charleston SEat Zuni.
of the finest, European makes. Gitanes $115; Ber·
NEW SHIPMENT at Silver Sunbeam Antiques.
tins $165, Extra large _bicycles for men over 6'4':·
Fantastic new clothes, Hawaiian shirts, wool
Complete 10-speed adJUstment $10. R.C. Hallett·s
coats, hat!! & elegant dresses. Lots of
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE. 843·
miscellaneous. More coming next week. 3409 Cen·
9278.
tfn
tral N.E.
11/6
1 WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
BICYCLE INSURANCE: $12 fi"t $100. R.C.
on sale now. Next door ro the Guild Theatre, 3407
Hallett's,843·9378.
tfn
Central NE, 268-8455.
12/4
BENJAMIN
MJRACORD
Turntable-new
needle
.
CLOSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo Hi
Fidelity equipment 40, 50°Jo off. All reasonable of· •,$60, tape, recorder Sony TC666D reel to reel,
4-track, pus]l button controls, $125, 266"2711. 11/7
fers accepted. Quality Stereo, 3105 Central NE.
256-3505.
11/14
DOBERMAN PINSCHERS Champion lines, AKO
registered, 2474437 after 7 p.m.
11/10
LEVI's-·BLUEl JEAN big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE,243·6954. tfn

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric. Guar·
an teed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298-7147,

11/10

FEMALE TO SHARE two-bdrm house near
UNM. Prefer grad student. $85/mo. 277·43499am1pm, Mary.
11/5
SHARE two bedroom furnished apt near campus.

11/10

BEST UNM Luxury Apartments. Spacious, nicely
furnished. Security. Bills paid. 208-209 Columbia
SE. Ca11255-2685.
11/11

5.

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dec. 6.
Prepare now, call Professional Educators of New
Mexico, Ine. 255-4050.
11/14
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dlssertalions,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Fraucnglnss, Editorial Consultant. 344·8344. 11/3

Kim. 265•

SMITH-CORONA OWNERS!- Service by the
manufacturer! Guaranteed supplies and service by
the only factory owned and operated service
facility in New Mexico. Reasonable rates: fast,
quality service, Free estimates. Near UNM: 1719
Girard NE, 1/2 block north of Indian School. 268·
5441.
11/7
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Manuscripts, thesis,
dissertations, SOc per page. 845..3288.
11/7

247-2550, $82.50/mo.
MALE, SILVER-Black Norwegian Elkhound, 1
year old. Reward for return. 265·1134, or

Call

11/7

AFRICAN BEADS, wholesale pricos.268·0527.
11/12

FORSALE

IMPORTED CLOTHES directly from India by
UNM student. Very reasonable price. 842·9048.

11/7
VW VAN 1971 brand new engine, 4 months wril·
ten guarantee, $2050. 898·8985.
11/5

1972 PINTO, red w/economicpl 4 cy/engine.
$1400, Contact Citizens Bank of Albuquerque,
298-8777 exl 281 or 252.
11/11
COMPUCORP 322G sdentist computer-caku·
Jatar, prograrD.ablo with charger A/C unit $89.95.
Texas Instruments SR10 and chRrger $29.95,
11/5
Gunrunner, 3107 Central NE.
BICYCLES-Lowest prices and largest selection
of the finest European makes. Gitanos $115;
Bertins $165. R.C. Hallett's World Champion
Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE. 8<13·9378.
tfn

6.

EMPLOYMENT

THE ALBUQUERQUE DANCE Theatre needs
t.ypist. Part time work, flexible hours. Call 242·

0547.

11/6

WAITRESSES. $2.00 per hour. Art
A & P Bnr,247·3491.

8.

Or

Leonard,
11/10

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: Used pinball machines, any condition.

293-1818.

11/7

.
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MASTERS PROGRAM
Petroleum, Mining, Metalurgical
Engineering (Bachelors Degree in Physical
Science or Engineering)
*Research Institute
*Fnll Stipends
*'75 Graduate Salaries 315,000- 317,000
*Contact:
Dean of Graduate Studies
New ltlexico Institute of l'iiniug
and Technology
Socorro,N.M.S7801

Happy 21st Birthday

{

EARLY RESERVATIONS NECESSARY!
Call:

THUNDERBIRD TRAVEL AGENCY INC
3205 CENTRAL AVE. NE

265-5961

The idea for differential funding has been around since the early
but has only gained legislative support fairly recently, said
Revolution 1Cnlest,er Travelstead, UNM Vice President for Academic Affairs.
He explained the rationale behind it. "In fairness to any inA romantic account of a
young man's rites of passage
each program offered should be funded at an adequate
for that program."
through love and politics,
filmed in Parma, freely based
Differential funding is an attempt to do that by recognizing the
in funding required to teach different courses at difon Stendahl's The Charter·
house of Parma A magnllkentllierent levels.
A special action group was ordazzling film.
dered by the legislature last
Bernardo Bertolucci
year to design a formula for differential funding.
The group consisted of Harry
Wugalter, chief of the Public
School Finance Division of the
Department of Finance and AdMan
ministration, and the presidents
or their representatives of the
In The
six state universities. The group
White
completed its
work
and
published
a
proposal
last
Suit
weekend.
Included in the proposal is a
recommendation
that
the
legislature set a uniform tuition
scale for all institutions of
higher learning in the state.
Under the recommendation, a
student would pay by the hour
for 1-11 Student Credit Hours
(SCHJ, pay a flat rate for 12-18
SCH, and for more than 18 SCH
Lobo Photo
pay the flat rate plus an extra
Chester Travelstead
amount for every hour over 18.
Travelstead said the recommendation was designed to discourage
practice of "shopping" for classes or signing up for a large numof classes and later dropping down to a normal load.
He said, "We think a student who wants to take more than 18
should give the idea serious consideration."
Another part of the same recommendation reads, "It is recomthat as costs rise, tuition charges should also rise."
Travelstead said that in light of the fact that tuition has not been

Thursday

British Satire

KOOGLES!

New Mexico Daily Lobo

(Continued on pago G)

Health Center Head
Prefers Status Quo
By Tim Gallagher
new director of the
Health Center is spenhis first month rer~u•:mtmg himself with the
Center.
Claude H. Brown took
as head of the Student
Center from Acting
Dr. Rick Levin on Nov.

ndidates'
tements
Deadline

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Daily LOBO will be runplatform statements and
of all eligible ASUNM
Mldate! for the Nov. 12 elecstatements will be
Friday, Nov. 7, by 3 p.m.
1 statements will be no longer
200 words, typ~written and
spaced. Due to space
uations the LOBO reserves
right to cut or edit any
Statements will be
the bottom up.
candidates' photographs
be taken by the LOBO betthe hours of 11 a.m. and 3
on Nov. 7 only. Due to the
.of some pictures sublb the past, only those
taken by the LOBO will be

,

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Te•·ms Cash in advance

Marron Hall, Room 131
1\tiail To:
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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Dlrtclor. Francl01 1"ruflalll

Please place the following .::lassified advertisement in the New Mex~co
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
, under ~he head1ng
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2: Lost & Found· 3. Service~· " For Rent; !].
For Sale; 6. Emplovrr~. 'lt; 7. Travel 8. Miscell<:t;.~0·~:;.

\

Be4'ore The

rfor.Niqbt:

New York and Chicago
Leaving December 18, 19, 20.
Los Angeles and San Francisco·
Leaving December 2Q
Special Thanksgiving Flight
To Los Angeles Only!
Leaving November 26.

'

';

Wednesday

By-Charles McElwee
The new differential funding proposal recently completed would
a student wishing to take more than 18 hours to pay extra
lsilcteervee,crr.y hour over 18. A general tuition increase is also being con-

Car Ski Carriers

Saturday

EHRISiTM:ASi EiRElUP Fbl6HT5i TEl:

./.,'

Pedal 'N Spoke
3025 Central NE

Tuition Increase
Being Proposed

ill

1. Brown said, "I'm just going to

,
•
Photo by Wendell T. Hunt
1
D orm rest'dents ".&1
uagu,ate thetr homes in a used-car lot motif in a mock attempt
to put their buildings up for sale.
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UNM Athletic Budget Faces Cut

Minor Sports May Get the Axe
By Rick Wright
The UNM Athletic Council
Tuesday learned that the
proposed 1976-77 athletic budget
faces a cut of at least $110,000
and debated whether the cuts
should come from "minor" or
"non-revenue-producing" sports.
Assistant Athletic Director
Ike Singer told the council the
Athletic Department's $550,000
request to the Bureau of
Educational Finance (BEF) had
been cut by the BEF to $400,000.
Singer also said Athletic
Director Lavon McDonald, who
did not attend the meeting due to
illness, and called and said the
men's budget would have to be
cut an additional $45,000 to help
meet the proposed women's
budget.
.
"Overall, we're looking at a cut
of some $200,000," Singer said.
"This would about wipe out UNM
minor sports,"
Council
member
Janet

chop pieces out here and there?"
she said.
"If we cut all recruiting
budgets in half, we could save
$56,000" Roebuck said. "I don't
like the assumption that we have
to cut minor sports."
UNM Women's Athletic Director Linda Estes said she feels
UNM has only one revenueproducing sport, basketball.
"I define 'revenue-producing'
as 'profit"making' ", Estes said.
"Football is in the hole annually
to $250,000 a year.
"I really get mad when people
start talking about minor sports," Estes said, "because they
tend to regard women's sports as
minor."
Estes said she believes both
basketball
and
women's
volleyball are potential revenue
producers, without the large investment necessary in football.
Council
member Robert

.

'
'
'

spend this first month getting
back into things." Brown has
been at the center since 1973.
Brown, who three years ago
did a study of other Student
Health Centers on campuses
around the U.S., said, "The
Lobo Photo
Linda Estes
quality of student care here is
Roebuck said she objected to the
superb. One of our goals here is
idea that all cuts must come from
to meet the bulk of the
minor or non-revenue-producing
student's needs.
sports. "Why can't we go in and
(Continued on page 10)
"You don't have to be sick to
come here," said Brown. "We
want to set up a comfortable atmosphere here where a student
could just come and talk if he
sex crimes to UNM's limited schedule of night
wants to. College in itself is a
By Maria Zannes
classes.
stressful place and we would
The Campus Police Department and the Rape
"UNM is not a night school. When it begins to
like to relieve some of that Crisis Center reported one rape on campus this
expand at night, there will probably be· a higher
stress."
semester, but a Crisis Center representative said
incidence of rape. With no night program, there
Last year Brown was a staff she believes there were at least 10 times more
is no traffic," said Ramsey.
physician at UNM's Health Cen- rapes than have been reported.
Despite statistics which indicate the inThe one reported rape was of a 17-year-old
ter and was also the head of
frequency
of sex crimes, many women are afraid
out-patient services. He said he women, which occurred in the northeast section
of
being
attacked.
Ramsey said the Crisis Center
feels his job has broadened as of the UNM campus in October.
receives
between
five to 10 calls a month
The small number of reported rapes at UNM is
director of the Center. "I have
requesting someone to accompany a female
more administrative work now, not a n!lw development, said Officer Pat Caristo.
student
to and from classes. There is no escort
"There
has
not
been
a
high
volume
of
violent
but I still hope to spend a half
at
UNM. Ramsey suggested that female
service
sex
acts
jn the last 15 years," said Caristo.
to a . third of my time as a
.
students
ask
male classmates to walk with them
The
UNM Police Department did not ke\)p
physician."
after
dark.
Brown said he learned from a records of sexual crimes before 1960.
The FBI has estimated only one in every 10
Indecent exposure is the most frequent sexual
,University
of
Michigan
rapes
is reported to authorities. The Rape Crisis
professor who studied the ratio offense on campus this year. There were 25
agrees with the FBI opinion.
Center
of cost to \ltilization of campus violations reported since January, 1975.
Ramsey said she believes many rapes on camThere were six sexual assaults reported in
Health Centers that UNM was
pus are not reported because of the University's
1975.
Police
explain
that
sexual
assaults
are
not
one of the better utilized censocial atmosphere.
ters. The new director said he necessarily rape' if there is no penetration.
"A number of women on campus are raped in a
Sandy
Ramsey,
assistant
coordinator
of
the
was not sure if rising costs
(Continued on page 7J
Rape Crisis Center, attributes the low number of
{Continued on page 3)
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90 Per Cent of Rapes Unreported
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